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1 Paleontology is the study of the fossilized remains of organisms that have

long been dead, but this branch of science is anything but dead. In fact,

paleontology is now seeing one of the liveliest arguments in its history.

This is the debate on the true nature of dinosaurs. Were they the cold-

blooded, slow-moving, dim-witted ancestors of modern reptiles, or

could they have been something very different? New fossil evidence and

new interpretations of old evidence suggest the latter possibility. 

2 A key discovery was made in 1995 in the Gobi Desert. It consisted of a

fossilized dinosaur curled around a group of eggs. This kind of

protective behavior is much closer to that of modern birds than to that of

reptiles. Another interesting question raised by scientists who take the

debate a discussion dim-witted lacking mental capacity, stupid 

1. What were dinosaurs like?

2. How do scientists study dinosaurs?

3. Were dinosaurs more like reptiles or
birds?

Pre-reading activity

Dinosaurs01
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new view is quite simple: If dinosaurs were slow-moving, cold-blooded

creatures, why did so many of them possess long powerful legs and a tail

perfectly designed to balance the animal if it were running at high speed? 

3 It is estimated that we have

only uncovered fossils

representing ten percent of all

the dinosaur species that once

lived on the Earth. It is clear

that we have a lot to learn, and

that our picture of these

creatures, how they lived and

why they vanished from the

planet, is likely to be transformed many times as new fossils come to

light and old ones are examined more closely. 

estimate  to make a judgment about something
vanish to disappear suddenly

fossil the remains of a plant or animal 

Dinosaurs 01
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. fossil a. approximate

2. debate b. disappear

3. dim-witted c. dumb

4. estimate d. argue

5. vanish e. relic

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Newly found dinosaur fossils

b. A debate over what dinosaurs were like

c. How dinosaurs moved

d. Paleontology

Detail questions

1. A fossil of a dinosaur curled around a group of eggs was found in .

a. North America b. the Gobi Desert

c. the Sahara Desert d. South Africa

2. It is estimated that the fossils of only percent of all the dinosaur

species have been discovered.

a. 10 b. 15

c. 20 d. 25

3. Paleontology is the study of .

a. animals b. dinosaurs

c. the fossilized remains of organisms d. humans

Vocabulary Study I

Reading Comprehension I
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Word root: scope

1. telescope = tele (far) + scope (see)

microscope = micro (small) + scope (see)

kaleidoscope = kal (beautiful) + eido (shape) + scope (see)

2. telescope: far, see an instrument for viewing things at great distances

microscope: small, see an instrument for viewing very small things

kaleidoscope: beautiful, shape, see an instrument that creates brightly colored patterns

3. Complete the following sentences by choosing the right word.

a. Astronomers use to view distant stars.

b. A makes beautiful designs.

c. Biologists use to see the smallest organisms.

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. paleontologists rarely argue about dinosaurs

b. fossils are only found in deserts

c. we know almost everything about dinosaurs

d. there will be many interesting discoveries about dinosaurs in the future

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

In fact, paleontology is now seeing one of the liveliest arguments in its history. 
This is the debate on the true nature of dinosaurs. Were they the cold-blooded, slow-
moving, dim-witted ancestors of modern reptiles, or could they have been something
very different? New fossil evidence and new interpretations of old evidence suggest
the latter possibility. 

Perhaps they were intelligent, swift moving, warm-blooded animals.

Vocabulary Study II

Reading Comprehension II

telescopes                microscopes                kaleidoscope
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Main idea

The main idea of the lecture is . 

a. that dinosaurs were slow, dim-witted creatures

b. that dinosaurs were cold-blooded

c. that there is a debate as to what dinosaurs were like

d. that ten percent of the dinosaur species has been uncovered

Details 

1. According to the lecture, many dinosaurs had .

a. feathers like birds

b. scales like reptiles

c. powerful legs

d. powerful necks

2. According to the lecture, how were dinosaurs like birds?

a. Many of them could fly.

b. Many of them had beaks.

c. They migrated like birds.

d. They protected their eggs.

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the sentence
above?

a. In 1995, the Gobi Desert was discovered, which was a key discovery.

b. In 1995, a key discovery was made in the Gobi Desert.

c. The Gobi Desert has been the scene of many key discoveries.

d. In 1995, the Gobi Desert was the scene of many key discoveries.

A key discovery was made in 1995 in the Gobi Desert.

Listening Comprehension 

Paraphrasing

T1
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. It is estimated that we have only found 10 percent of all the dinosaur fossils.

b. It is estimated that we have only found fossils for 10 percent of all the dinosaur

species.

c. One of the few things about dinosaurs we are certain about is that they were

cold-blooded.

d. An important fossil was found in the Gobi Desert in 1995.

e. Many dinosaurs had long powerful legs and a tail that would have been perfect

for balancing.

f. There is no evidence to suggest that dinosaurs are related to birds.

Who is your favorite teacher?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

My favorite teacher is Mr. Brown. He was my teacher. I’m not very

good at math, so I always going to that class. But Mr. Brown

showed me that math really isn’t so bad. He that math was hard

for me, and he was very . He gave me lots of encouragement when I

was right and corrected me when I was wrong.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

3. Underline the stressed syllable in the following words.

[pa-tient              un-der-stood              gen-tly]

Summary 

Speaking 

patient           understood           math           gently           hated



1 Franz Boas, a German-born American scholar, would have to be considered

a major force in the development of modern anthropology. Born and

educated in Germany, Boas immigrated to the United States in 1886. There

he taught at both Clark and Columbia Universities, becoming Columbia

University’s first professor of anthropology.

2 Boas was known for his studies of the Native American tribes of the Pacific

Northwest and for his pioneering work in applying scientific methods to

anthropology. He was one of the first researchers to suggest a strong

connection between the cultures of North Asia and the Native American

tribes of the Pacific Northwest.

scholar a person of great learning in a particular
subject

pioneering using new and better ideas for the
first time 

immigrate to leave one’s own country to live in
another

1. What is anthropology?

2. Who is the father of modern
anthropology?

3. Have you heard of Franz Boas?

Pre-reading activity

Franz Boas02
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3 As a researcher, he did important work in nearly every branch of

anthropology. Through his teaching and his work as president of the

American Anthropological Association, Boas helped to establish

anthropology as a respected field of science. His ideas contributed to the

concept of “Cultural Relativism” — the idea that a culture can only be

understood by viewing it from the perspective of a person living within it.

This development was a major change from

the belief in racial and cultural superiority

held by most anthropologists in the earlier

part of the nineteenth century.

4 Boas’ influence was also spread through his

students, many of whom were to set up

departments of anthropology in other

universities around the country. 

branch a part of a large organization that deals
with one particular aspect of its work 

perspective a way of thinking about and
understanding something 

Franz Boas 02
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. scholar a. move to

2. immigrate b. area

3. pioneering c. point of view

4. branch d. original

5. perspective e. academic

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. Modern anthropology b. The work of Franz Boas

c. Cultural relativism d. Cultural superiority

Detail questions

1. According to the passage, Boas was born in .

a. America b. England

c. Colombia d. Germany

2. According to the passage, Boas was the first professor of anthropology at

University.

a. Harvard b. Yale

c. Columbia d. Clark

3. According to the passage, Boas was one of the first researchers to suggest a

connection between the cultures of Native American tribes and the people of

.

a. North Asia b. Europe

c. Africa d. South Asia

Vocabulary Study I

Reading Comprehension I
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Word root: un

1. unhealthy = un (not) + healthy (whole)

unfinished = un (not) + finished (over)

unfortunate = un (not) + fortunate (lucky)

2. unhealthy: not, whole sick, not good for health

unfinished: not, over not completed

unfortunate: not, lucky unlucky

3. Complete the following sentences by choosing the right word.

a. When Mozart died, he left his last work .

b. It was that it rained during the party.

c. It is not to exercise.

Inference and purpose

It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. Franz Boas had a major influence on the field of anthropology

b. anthropology is a dying field of study

c. only two universities in America have anthropology departments 

d. Franz Boas’ work was not influential enough to make a major change

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

As a researcher, he did important work in nearly every branch of anthropology. 
His ideas contributed to the concept of “Cultural Relativism.” This development was
a major change from the belief in racial and cultural superiority held by most
anthropologists in the earlier part of the nineteenth century. His influence was also
spread through his students.

Although it’s a commonly held belief today, it was revolutionary at the time.

Franz Boas 02
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Vocabulary Study II

Reading Comprehension II

unhealthy                unfinished                unfortunate



Main idea

1. The main idea of the lecture is .

a. how Franz Boas influenced the field of anthropology

b. the idea of cultural relativism

c. modern anthropology

d. about the history of anthropology

2. According to the lecture, Franz Boas helped .

a. apply scientific methods to anthropology

b. discover new Native American tribes

c. introduce anthropology to Northern Asia

d. spread the new theory to Asia

3. According to the lecture, prior to the idea of cultural relativism most

anthropologists believed in .

a. cultural superiority b. cultural relativism

c. academic study d. material superiority

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the sentence
above?

a. All areas of anthropology have been researched by him.

b. He did important research in almost every area of anthropology.

c. He researched nearly every area of anthropology.

d. His important work was done in the field of anthropology.

As a researcher, he did important work in nearly every branch of anthropology.

Listening Comprehension

Paraphrasing

14
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Complete the following list by writing the three true sentences about the
passage.

a. Franz Boas immigrated to the United States in 1886.

b. Franz Boas believed in the superiority of cultures.

c. Franz Boas contributed to the concept of cultural relativism.

d. Franz Boas was the president of the American Anthropological Association.

e. Franz Boas was the first professor of anthropology at Harvard University.

f. Franz Boas concentrated his research in one area of anthropology.

If you could meet anyone, who would you want to meet?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I would want to meet Albert Einstein. He is one of the greatest in

history. His theories changed the way people see the . And he

worked alone. I have heard that he was very and

kind. He was Jewish and during his lifetime many Jews were persecuted and even

killed. These hardships made people  towards him. 

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

3. Underline the stressed syllable in the following words.

[pa-tient               sym-pa-thet-ic               most-ly]

Summary 

Speaking 

patient            world            geniuses            sympathetic             mostly


